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The shock method * The development of adaptation process during the long term sport activity * The "compensatory adaptation" *
Current Adaptive Reserve of the human organism * The strategy to manage the adaptation in the training process * The specificity
of protein synthesis in the adaptation process * The structural reconstructions during the adaptation process and the phenomenon
of Supercompensation * Heterochronism of adaptive reconstructions * The function efficiency in a high - adapted organism * The
optimal regime of adaptation * The phenomenon of immune defence decrease * The general schema of adaptation process during
the sport activity * The practical aspects of the Adaptation Theory * The future developments of the use of Adaptation Theory in
sport This book is a must have for any athlete or coach. Every topic is covered in almost 600 pages. * Strength and the muscular
system * Philosophy of physical training * The muscle complex * Adaptation and the training effect * Sport specific strength training
* Factors influencing strength production * The means of special strength training * The methods of special strength training *
Organization of training * Strength training methods * Designing sports specific strength programs * Restoration and stress
management * Combination of resistance methods * The use of testing * Overtraining * PNF as a training system * Models for
structuring the annual training * Preparedness and the training load * Periodisation as a form of organization * Plyometric

This Chinese language edition contains information which may be needed in the context of the theory of music examination, and it includes
specimen questions and exercises, and guidance on their solutions. It is aimed to provide a foundation for anyone wishing to understand
music theory.
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From a leading scientist and expert in sport training comes the most completeand up-to-date book in Special Strength Training (SST).
The Sign of the Cross is a book about knowing that you can be moved intensely by someone else's belief while remaining unable to share it.
Unaffected, humane, written with honesty and erudition lightly carried, it offers at once a prism of the Catholic faith in Europe today and a
testimony to the enduring influence of religion in one gifted writer's life.
How to keep fit wherever you are—an exercise programme for the busiest people.
'Strength Training for Women' provides you with information tailored to the way your body works and responds to training, and the specific
tools you need to reach your goals.

Shows strength and conditioning professionals and coaches how to use basic scientific principles to improve muscular
strength in their athletes.
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